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Usage: “Middle Distance” in Portraiture

Text

Portrait of Antoine, 'Grand Bâtard' of Burgundy, van der Weyden (Wikipedia)



Outline

• Close Reading

• Distant Reading / Culturomics / Text Mining

• Exploratory Text Analysis : What is Needed & Related Work

• WordSeer: Case Studies

• What Remains to be Done



Foreground: The Close Read

Middle Distance: Sensemaking

Background: Distant Read (Text Mining)



Foreground: The Close Read



Definition: “Close Read”

Text

“Close reading describes, in literary criticism, the 
careful, sustained interpretation of a brief passage of 
text. Such a reading places great emphasis on the 

particular over the general, paying close attention to 
individual words, syntax, and the order in which 
sentences and ideas unfold as they are read.”"

-English Wikipedia, 6/4/2012



“Power and Passion in Shakespeare’s Pronouns
Interrogating ‘you’ and ‘thou’”
Penelope Freedman, 2007, MPG Books, 280 pp.

“The subtleties of the use of ‘you’ and ‘thou’ 
that have emerged … can seem, at worst, 

random or, at best, unfathomable. …"



Far Distance: Distant Read (Text Mining)



Text Mining in Moretti, “Distant Reading”, 2013"
Shrinking Book Title Lengths Across the Years



Text Mining in Moretti, “Distant Reading”, 2013"
Comparing Uses of Adjectives in Book Titles



Text



“Distant Read” Example: Ngram Viewer applied to"
  middle distance vs. middle ground



Text Mining:"
Statistical Text Analysis since at least 1990

Word association norms, mutual information, and lexicography
KW Church, P Hanks - Computational linguistics, 1990 

She drank a cup of coffee.
They usually drink coke after work.

Sharon drinks champagne to celebrate.
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Text Mining:"
Statistical Text Analysis since at least 1990

Word association norms, mutual information, and lexicography
KW Church, P Hanks - Computational linguistics, 1990 



Text Mining: Semantic Relation Detection

• Goal: automatically augment a lexical database

• Many potential relation types:

•  ISA (hypernymy/hyponymy)

• Part-Of (meronymy)

•  Idea: find unambiguous contexts which (nearly) always 
indicate the relation of interest



Text Mining: Semantic Relation Detection

Automatic acquisition of hyponyms from large text corpora
MA Hearst - Proceedings of the 14th conference on Computational Linguistics, 1992 



Lexico-Syntactic Patterns



Text Mining:"
Adding a New Relation to a Lexicon



Middle Distance: Exploratory Text Analysis



In life, we tend to focus on the endpoints, not the middle.

Chess:


Opening


Endgame


Middlegame
?

Wikipedia



Ngram Viewer on the Chess Metaphor



WordSeer: "
Exploratory Text Analysis at the Middle Distance

• Goal: help scholars analyze literary text.

• Method: combine natural language processing, information 
visualization, and search user interface design.

• Support the “middle game”

• Midway between close read and distant statistics.

• Help with hypothesis formulation, verification, and 
refinement.

• New Goal: Help with Qualitative Coding!





WordSeer Motivation: "
What do Literary PhDs Want to Do?
•  Interviewed 12 PhD students in literature and history departments
•  Some key requirements:

•  Annotating while reading (12/12)
•  Looking for something specific in the text (12/12)

•  Different ways in which a concept is discussed (7/12),
attractive, slim, tall

•  How common a concept is (3/12) 
“I’ve been trying to find out if anyone has ever been positive 
towards the ‘new woman’, being approving of her. I would love to 
see how often that  phrase shows up during the 1960s” – P12 

•  Syntactic patterns and regularities (2/12)
“I look for grammatical patterns, clauses, or any kind of list. Like, 
“I went to the post office, the supermarket, and church”. – P1 



Intelligence Analysts’ SenseMaking Loop"
(Pirolli, Russell, Card)



Digital Humanities SenseMaking Loop



WordSeer Interaction Paradigm: "
“Text Sliding”

• A slice is a set of sentences, and 

• A view is a visual representation of the data in a slice
•  Including a list of sentences, a visualization, data charts 

• Text sliding moves from one view of a slice to another, including:
•  Showing a different view of the same slice, or 
•  Narrowing (by selecting metadata or other filters), or  
•  Broadening (by removing filters), or
•  Creating a new slice (moving laterally) including: 

•  Slicing on one of the words from the context
•  Slicing on a related word from a word in the context.
•  Slicing based on grammatical relations of a word in the context.



WordSeer Video Demo



Related Work:"
Exploratory Text Analysis Tools 

• EDA on text has different demands than on DBMS’s

• Unstructured information

• Very high dimensionality of text.

•  It was big in the ‘90’s, but is less active now.

• Most systems focus on recognizing entities and showing 
relations among them

• Very few focus on the details of language behavior.
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unstructured text.  This paper focuses on the problem of
text mining, performing knowledge discovery from
collections of unstructured text.  One common technique
(Feldman and Dagan, 1995; Feldman and Hirsh, 1996;
Feldman et al., 1997) has been to assume that associated
with each document is a set of labels and to perform
knowledge-discovery operations on the labels of each
document.  The most common version of this approach
has been to assume that labels correspond to keywords,
each of which represents that a given document is about
the topic associated with that keyword.  However, to be
effective, this requires either: manual labeling of
documents, which is infeasible for large collections; hand-
coded rules for recognizing when a label applies to a
document, which is difficult for a human to specify
accurately and must be repeated anew for every new
keyword; or automated approaches that learn from labeled
documents rules for labeling future documents, for which
the state of the art can guarantee only limited accuracy
and which also must be repeated anew for every new
keyword.  A second approach (Lent et al., 1997) has been
to assume that a document is labeled with each of the
words that occurs within it.  However, as was shown by
Rajman and Besançon (1997) and is further supported by
the results presented here, the results of the mining
process are often rediscoveries of compound nouns (such
as that “Wall” and “Street” or that “Ronald” and
“Reagan” often co-occur) or of patterns that are at too low
a level (such as that “shares” and “securities” co-occur).
Other approaches to text mining that perform deep
knowledge discovery include (Hahn and Schnattinger,
1997).

In this paper we instead present a middle ground, in which
we perform term extraction on each document to find
word sequences that are likely to have meaning in the
domain, and then perform mining on the extracted terms
labeling each document.  (A fragment of a document with
extracted terms underlined is given in Figure 1.)  Unlike
word-based approaches, the extracted terms are fewer in
number and tend to represent more meaningful concepts
in the domain of the document.  Unlike keyword
approaches, our term-extraction method, eliminates much
of the difficulties in labeling documents when faced with a
new collection or new keywords.  As will be described,
we exploit the fact that term extraction does not occur in
isolation, but rather as part of the mining process, and we
therefore exploit the known target of term extraction – for
text mining from a collection of documents – in the
extraction process itself.

    Profits at Canada's six big
banks topped C$6 billion ($4.4 billion)
in 1996, smashing last year's C$5.2
billion ($3.8 billion) record as
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce  and
National Bank of Canada  wrapped up the

earnings season Thursday.    The six
banks each reported a double-digit jump
in  net income for a combined profit of
C$6.26 billion ($4.6 billion) in fiscal
1996 ended Oct. 31.

    But a third straight year of
record profits came amid growing public
anger over perceived high service
charges and credit card rates, and
tight lending policies.

    Bank officials defended the
group's performance, saying that
millions of Canadians owned bank shares
through mutual funds and pension plans.

Figure 1. Example of the output of the term extraction
module.  Terms chosen to label the document are

underlined.

This paper describes Document Explorer, a system that
embodies this approach to text mining at the term level.
The overall structure of Document Explorer is shown in
Figure 2.  The first step is to convert documents (either
internal documents or external documents fetched ) into
an SGML format understood by Document Explorer.  The
resulting documents are then processed to provide
additional linguistic information about the contents of
each document – such as through part-of-speech tagging.
Documents are next labeled with terms extracted directly
from the documents, based on syntactic analysis of the
documents as well as on their patterns of occurrence in the
overall collection. The terms and additional higher-level
entities are then placed in a taxonomy through interaction
with the user as well as via information provided when
documents are initially converted into Document
Explorer’s SGML format.  Finally, KDD operations are
performed on the term-labeled documents.

Term
Extraction

Other Online
Sources

TPL Agent

Text Mining
ToolBox

Visualization
ToolsFTP

Taxonomy
Editor

Reader /SGML
Converter

Figure 2. Document Explorer architecture.

Examples of document collections suitable for text mining
are documents on the company’s Intranet, patent
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initial hierarchy for any pre-existing keyword labels.  To
generate a taxonomy for extracted terms our main tool is
the taxonomy editor, depicted in Figure 8. This tool
enables the user to read a set of terms or an external
taxonomy, and use them to update the system's term
taxonomy. It also allows simple operations, such as saying
that “Apple Computer Corp” and “Apple Computer Inc”
should be under a single node.  The user can also drag and
move entire subtrees in creating and modifying the
taxonomy.  Finally, the user can also specify a set of terms
via regular to identify sets of terms to be placed together
when defining or modifying higher-level terms in the
taxonomy. For example,  Figure 8 shows the terms found
when specifying the pattern *petroleum*. The initial
taxonomy depicted on the left in this figure contains all
terms extracted from the Reuters 52,000 document
collection (shown in the left tree).  The terms matching the
query are shown in the middle tree and the right tree is the
taxonomy being created.

Figure 8. Taxonomy Editor

The taxonomy editor also includes a semi-automatic tool
for taxonomy editing called the taxonomy refiner.  The
taxonomy refiner compares generated frequent sets  –
terms that often co-occur – against the term taxonomy.
When most of the terms of a frequent set are determined
to be siblings in the taxonomy hierarchy the tool suggests
adding the remaining terms as siblings as well.

For example, if our taxonomy currently contains 15
companies under the "tobacco companies" and the system
generated a frequent set containing many tobacco
companies, one of which does not appear in the taxonomy,
the taxonomy refiner will suggest adding this additional
company to the taxonomy as a tobacco company (e.g.,
Phillip Morris). The term refiner also has a term clustering
module again suggest that terms clustered together be
placed as siblings in the taxonomy.

5 Results
In this section we show examples of the use of Document
Explorer, and some evaluation of its performance.  For
most of what follows use 51,725 documents from the
Reuters financial news for the years 1995-1996. This
collection is 120M in size and contains over 170,000
unique words. Each document contained on average 864
words. In the term generation stage, 1.25M terms were
identified, 154K of them unique. After term filtering we
were left with 975K terms (approximately 45 terms per
document), 16,847 of them unique. Thus, even though we
expand beyond words to multi-word terms, the resulting
set of terms was reduced in size by more than a factor of
10.

Figure 9 gives an example of a user requesting
associations between companies and business alliances
mentioned in the various documents.  The user thus
constrains the left-hand side (LHS) of the association to
contain extracted terms that occur under the companies
node in the hierarchy, and the right-hand side (RHS) to
contain terms that occur under the business alliances
node.

Figure 9.  Specifying a filter to generate association
rules with children of the Companies node on the left-
hand side of the rule and children of Alliance Topics

on the right.

Using the Reuters document corpus described above,
Document Explorer generated 12,000 frequent sets
complying with the restriction specified by this
association-rule query (using a support threshold of 5
documents and confidence threshold of 0.1). These
frequent sets generated 575 association.  A sample of
these rules is presented in Figure 10, where the numbers
presented at the end of each rule are the rule's support and
confidence.
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america online inc, bertelsmann ag ⇒
joint venture 13/0.72
apple computer inc, sun microsystems

inc ⇒ merger talk 22/0.27

apple computer inc, taligent inc ⇒
joint venture 6/0.75

sprint corp, tele-communications inc ⇒
alliance 8/0.25
burlington northern inc, santa fe

pacific corp ⇒ merger 9/0.23

lockheed corp, martin marietta corp ⇒
merger 14/0.4

chevron corp, mobil corp ⇒ joint
venture  11/0.26

intuit inc, novell inc ⇒ merger 8/0.47
bank of boston corp, corestates

financial corp ⇒ merger talk 7/0.69

Figure 10. A sample of the association rules found by
Document Explorer that comply with the restrictions

specified in Figure 9.

The example above illustrates the advantages of
performing text mining at the term level. Terms such as
joint venture would not appear if working at the word
level, nor would company names, such as santa fe pacific
corp and bank of boston corp. It also demonstrates the
utility of the term taxonomy in specifying the association-
rule query.

Figure 11 shows a different use for terms in knowledge
discovery, through its use in tools that permit interactive
browsing of a collection. The figure depicts the use of a
tool that allows browsing based on term distributions.
The given knowledge-discovery session started by
computing the distribution of all alliance-related topics,
i.e., topics under the alliance node in the taxonomy. Upon
finding that the most frequent topic was joint venture, the
user then computed the company distribution of that
topic, international business machines (an extracted
term) was the company that co-occurred the most with
joint venture.

The user then chose to compute the company distribution
of mci communication corp (in the context of joint
venture), finding that sprint was the company with the
highest frequency. Finally, the user then chose to compute

the people distribution of News Corp in the context of
“join venture” and “MCI Communication Corp”.

Figure 11.  Interactive exploration of term
distributions.

Document Explorer provides also a set of visual maps that
depict the relationship between entities in the corpus. The
context graph shown in Figure 12 depicts the relationship
between "companies" in the context of “joint venture”. In
many cases, the number of edges in the graph is too large.
Hence we provide a filter mechanism that enables the user
to see only edges that exceed a given threshold (together
with the adjacent nodes). In Figure 12 the user picked a
threshold of 15.  The weights of the edges (number of
documents in which the nodes appear in the context of
“joint venture”) are noted alongside the edge.

The graph clearly exposes the main industry clusters,
which are shown as disconnected components of the
graph: a telephony industry cluster, the internet
provider/broadcasting cluster, automobile companies
cluster, entertainment cluster and a chemical companies
cluster. The Context Graph provides a powerful way to
visualize relationship encapsulated in thousands of
documents.

The map in Figure 13, shows the connections between
"People", "Brokerage Houses" and "Computer
Companies", with respect to "mergers". Color-coded
connection-lines represent the strength of the connection.
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Figure 12 – Context Graph (Companies in Context of “Joint Venture”)

Figure 13 – Category Graph (relationship between People, Brokerage Houses and Computer Companies in
Context of “merger”)

6 Summary
Previous approaches to text mining have assumed that
documents were labeled either with higher-level
keywords, or simply the set of words occurring in the
documents.  In the case of keywords, labels were either
assigned manually, as is done by some on-line information
services (e.g., Dialog and Reuters), which is a very

expensive and time-consuming process, by having the user
specify keyword labeling procedures, which are often
inaccurate and difficult to specify, or via machine-learning
algorithms, which are also inaccurate and require some
initial amount of human labeling for each new keyword.
Further, the limited number of keywords that are typically
used constrained the amount of information that is
represented about each document, and thus that can be
analyzed by knowledge-discovery operations.  On the
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Figure 2 (A) The Control Panel. (B) The List View. Selected entities are shown in yellow and connected entities are indicated by
the joining diagonal lines and the orange shading. Darker shading represents stronger connections to the selected entities. (C) The
Graph View. Documents are white rectangles and entities are circles colored by type. Edges connect documents to the entities they
contain. (D) The Scatter Plot View. Each axis enumerates a list of entities. Diamonds in the center indicate documents containing
particular pairs of entities, one from each axis at the relative x, y position.

For some tasks it is useful to consider all entities of a
specific type, for example to find out what place has the
highest frequency in a document collection. The button
‘Add all’ allows the user to add all entities of the selected
type to a list. If a list of entities is too long for all the items
to fit in the view, scrollbars appear to aid navigation. In
this situation, many connected items may not be visible
in the view. Thus, the List View also provides a mode in
which all selected and connected entities are automati-
cally moved to the top of the list.

Graph View
The Graph View, illustrated in Figure 2(C), represents
documents and their entities in a traditional node–link

graph/network visualization common in many other
systems. Entities are depicted as labeled circles colored
according to their type. Documents are represented
as white rectangles. The edges from documents to the
entities they contain are shown as well.

Following the query-based exploration approach of
Jigsaw, the Graph View does not automatically draw
all the documents and entities as one large network. We
thought that a layout of such a large network would
be overwhelming and difficult to understand, and thus
would not be as helpful to the analyst in our context.
Instead, Jigsaw’s view is incremental. Display events
(triggered from a query or another view) place documents
and entities on the display, and then mouse clicks on
items can expand or collapse their connections.

Information Visualization
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Information Visualization
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Figure 3 (A) The Document View. The document discussed in the second section is displayed with entities highlighted and colored
by type. (B) The Calendar View. Small diamonds represent documents or entities connected to the date in which they appear. (C)
The Document Cluster View. Each small rectangle represents a document in the collection, and can be colored and grouped based
on entities that do or do not appear in it. (D) The Shoebox. The group, hypothesis, sentences, and link feature are used to organize
evidence.

the order in which documents have been added to the
view. The find function at the bottom of the view allows
the user to quickly find entities or text strings in the open
document or in all documents that are currently available
in the view.

The automated entity identification process in Jigsaw
typically is not perfect. Some entities may not be iden-
tified at all, some may have an incorrect entity type
assigned, and some identified simply may not be entities.
The Document View provides functionality to correct
such errors. Identified entities can easily be removed or
their assigned type changed to another existing type or

to a new entity type by right clicking on the identified
entity and selecting the relevant command from a pop-up
menu. If an entity was missed during the identification
process, it can be interactively designated as an entity by
selecting the text and assigning an entity type. All these
operations to modify entities can be applied to a single
document or across all documents in the collection.
This allows the user to make local corrections (e.g. the
entity ‘Paris’ is always identified as a location but in one
document it is a name) as well as global changes (‘BMW’
is not identified as an entity and should be added as a
new entity type ‘car’ in all documents).

Information Visualization
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5.3.3  Query tree examples

This section shows examples of using the search operators.

The AND operator
From the Facet Navigation pane (Figure 5-17), we select the Product facet and 
the keyword pine juice, and then we click the AND operator. The results are 
limited to show only the pine juice-related documents. 

Figure 5-17   Selecting the Product facet and pine juice and clicking the AND operator

AND operator
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6.1  Views

The text miner application provides the following views to assist in text mining. 
These views (shown in Figure 6-1) are generated dynamically based on your 
query and facet selections.

Documents view Shows a list of documents that match your query. 

Facets view Shows a list of keywords for a selected facet. 

Time Series view Shows the frequency change over time.

Trends view Shows sharp and unexpected increases in frequency over 
time.

Deviations view Shows the deviation of keywords for a given time period.

Facet Pairs view Shows the correlation of keywords from two selected facets.

Connections view Shows the correlation of keywords from two selected facets 
in a graphical way.

Dashboard view Shows a configured dashboard layout with one or more 
graphs or tables in a single view.

Figure 6-1   All views available in the text miner application
© 2009  IBM Corporation

Documents Facets

Deviations

Facet Pairs

Connections

Time Series

Trends

Dashboard
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6.8  Connections view

The Connections view shows a graphical view of the relationship between 
keywords or subfacets within selected facet pairs. This view is another 
representation of the correlation of keywords within the selected facet pairs. The 
keyword is represented by a node, and the link between the nodes shows the 
correlation value between the two keywords. 

Figure 6-20 shows an example of the Connections view when you select the 
Product facet and the Verb facet.

Figure 6-20   Connections view when selecting Product facet and Verb facet

In the Connections view, you can determine the highly correlated keyword pairs 
by focusing on the size of the node, link color, and link length:

! The Node shows the keyword or subfacet in the selected facet pairs. 

– Node size represents the frequency of the keyword or subfacet. The larger 
node size represents a higher frequency count in the entire document 
corpus. 

Representation in the Connections view: Depending on the browser 
window size or your operation, the representation in the Connections view can 
vary even though the same facet pairs are selected. 
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What WordSeer Supports that is"
Missing from Existing Tools

• Seeing analyzed text in context

• Fluidly building rich queries from context

• Easily create new classes of concepts from the text

• Flexible, context-based syntactic analysis

• Flexible, multi-way comparisons





Case Studies

1. Literary scholar studying American literature’s 
reaction to China’s rise

2. English Composition Educator analyzing student 
essays

3. My colleagues and my analysis of use of a MOOC 
forum





China Scholar: Concept Trend
•  Interested in: How U.S. perceptions of China and Japan 

responded to China’s rise over the last 30 years. 

• Created a wordset with growth terms



China Scholar: Concept Trend
•  Confirmed his intuitions about China’s rise by checking whether 

growth-related words became more frequent over time in editorials 
about China 

(a) Creating a “growth”
word set with 6 words in
it.

(b) The set now appears in the drop-down menu in the search
box.

(c) The set also appears in
the word menu

(d) The set also appears
in the metadata overview

Figure 8: Word Sets in WordSeer.

Figure 9: The {growth} Word Set used as a Word

Frequencies query.

of WordSeer. The next two sections illustrate them in more
depth and show how they were used in two real-world case
studies to find information of value to scholar users.

5. CASE STUDY: U.S. PERCEPTIONS OF
CHINA JAPAN

As mentioned above, C.F. is a literary scholar at [uni-
versity’s] English department. His work on American litera-
ture’s reactions to China’s rise draws upon a set of historical
observations about the “rise of China” that are broadly ac-

cepted by historians and cultural historians. Literary schol-
ars typically allow their claims to rest on observations made
by field experts like historians and sociologists, or on their
own inductive reasoning, but C.F. wanted to verify some of
those observations by gathering as much empirical evidence
for them as possible.
Using the Lexis/Nexis database, C.F. collected New York

Times editorials from 1980 to 2012, limiting his collection to
editorials tagged with subjects “China” or “Japan.”This left
a set of 5,715 editorials, which we imported to WordSeer.
Each editorial was associated with three pieces of metadata:
year, month, and country (either China or Japan).
After a few weeks of face-to-face meetings, C.F. gradually

became comfortable using WordSeer on his own. He used
WordSeer to find evidence for discussion of the rise of China
as described above, and for three other hypotheses, two of
which are described below.

5.1 1980’s: China Insignificant Except for Cold
War Strategy

While comparing the most frequent adjectives for the three
decades, C.F noticed a drop-o↵ in cold war words. “Soviet”
went from a count of 1029 in the 1980’s to only 80 in the
2000’s, and “communist” went from 284 to 112. To inves-
tigate the drop-o↵ in more detail, he used the the Word
Menu to quickly open up word frequency plots for these
two words over time, and filtered them to just the edito-
rials about China. Figure 10 shows a plot of these words
together:

Figure 10: The frequencies of ‘communist’ (blue)

and ‘soviet’ (orange) in editorials about China over

time.

.

Plotting the terms together (Figure 10) added depth to
his initial calculations. The plot shows the dominance, and
equally dramatic drop-o↵, in cold war mentions over this
time period. In the early 1980’s, almost 11% – more than
1 in 10 sentences in those editorials – mentions one of these
the cold war terms. By the 1990’s, however, this association
is down to a trickle.
An exploration of the“grammatical neighborhood”around

‘China’ helped C.F. find yet more evidence for this idea.
This time, it was through a distinctive rhetorical device. As
Figure 6 shows, clicking on the word “China” opens up a
menu with search options. These options act as quick pre-
views of di↵erent grammatically-related slices: they show
the frequencies with which “China” occurs in di↵erent gram-



China Scholar: Compare Trends
•  Interested in: how China talked about over time: cold war rhetoric

(a) Creating a “growth”
word set with 6 words in
it.

(b) The set now appears in the drop-down menu in the search
box.

(c) The set also appears in
the word menu

(d) The set also appears
in the metadata overview

Figure 8: Word Sets in WordSeer.

Figure 9: The {growth} Word Set used as a Word

Frequencies query.

of WordSeer. The next two sections illustrate them in more
depth and show how they were used in two real-world case
studies to find information of value to scholar users.

5. CASE STUDY: U.S. PERCEPTIONS OF
CHINA JAPAN

As mentioned above, C.F. is a literary scholar at [uni-
versity’s] English department. His work on American litera-
ture’s reactions to China’s rise draws upon a set of historical
observations about the “rise of China” that are broadly ac-

cepted by historians and cultural historians. Literary schol-
ars typically allow their claims to rest on observations made
by field experts like historians and sociologists, or on their
own inductive reasoning, but C.F. wanted to verify some of
those observations by gathering as much empirical evidence
for them as possible.
Using the Lexis/Nexis database, C.F. collected New York

Times editorials from 1980 to 2012, limiting his collection to
editorials tagged with subjects “China” or “Japan.”This left
a set of 5,715 editorials, which we imported to WordSeer.
Each editorial was associated with three pieces of metadata:
year, month, and country (either China or Japan).
After a few weeks of face-to-face meetings, C.F. gradually

became comfortable using WordSeer on his own. He used
WordSeer to find evidence for discussion of the rise of China
as described above, and for three other hypotheses, two of
which are described below.

5.1 1980’s: China Insignificant Except for Cold
War Strategy

While comparing the most frequent adjectives for the three
decades, C.F noticed a drop-o↵ in cold war words. “Soviet”
went from a count of 1029 in the 1980’s to only 80 in the
2000’s, and “communist” went from 284 to 112. To inves-
tigate the drop-o↵ in more detail, he used the the Word
Menu to quickly open up word frequency plots for these
two words over time, and filtered them to just the edito-
rials about China. Figure 10 shows a plot of these words
together:

Figure 10: The frequencies of ‘communist’ (blue)

and ‘soviet’ (orange) in editorials about China over

time.
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Plotting the terms together (Figure 10) added depth to
his initial calculations. The plot shows the dominance, and
equally dramatic drop-o↵, in cold war mentions over this
time period. In the early 1980’s, almost 11% – more than
1 in 10 sentences in those editorials – mentions one of these
the cold war terms. By the 1990’s, however, this association
is down to a trickle.
An exploration of the“grammatical neighborhood”around

‘China’ helped C.F. find yet more evidence for this idea.
This time, it was through a distinctive rhetorical device. As
Figure 6 shows, clicking on the word “China” opens up a
menu with search options. These options act as quick pre-
views of di↵erent grammatically-related slices: they show
the frequencies with which “China” occurs in di↵erent gram-



China Scholar: Mid-90s Onward:"
conjunction(China,U.S.)
• China joined the WTO in 2001; this is when China-US 

relations are thought to have become more inter-dependent.

•  Idea: use a grammatical search to find interdependence: 
conjunction, e.g.:

“The United States, the world’s top energy guzzler, and 
China, with the world’s fastest-growing energy thirst . . . 
” (April 2006). “



China Scholar: Mid-90s Onward:"
conjunction(China,U.S.)

•  Conjunctions much more frequent after 1994

matical constructions with di↵erent words. For C.F., the
noun compound relationship yielded a surprise. He noticed
an odd construction, “China card,”which appeared 21 times.

He immediately explored this this distinctive usage by se-
lecting List of Search Results options for that relationship.
This opened up the list of sentences in which the noun com-
pound “China card” occurred. When C.F. read the sen-
tences, an interpretation suggested itself:

[Reading] the sentence search results reveals that
phrase is used to refer to the China’s strategic
value in Cold War geopolitics. Of the four post-
2000 instances, only one uses the phrase to de-
scribe a contemporary political situation; the oth-
ers use it to describe Cold War politics. Reducing
the vastness of China to a disposable“card,” indi-
cates a degree of U.S. self-confidence, not to men-
tion condescension, that disappears after 1989.

The Word Frequencies view of the same data allowed him
to make that temporal claim. Using the drop-down menu
at the top left of the panel (Figure 1) he opened up the
word frequencies view alongside his list of search results.
Because the “year” metadata was attached to each article,
this view displayed a graph of how frequent sentences con-
taining“China Card”were over time (Figure 11). The graph

Figure 11: The number of sentences matching

“China card” over time.

shows that“China card” the rhetorical figure signifying cold-
war strategic value, was used relatively frequently until 1989,
but rarely after that. This supported his claim that, up until
the early 90’s, China had a Cold-war strategic significance
to the U.S. that later dissipated.

5.2 Mid 1990’s onwards: China’s ties with the
U.S. Strengthen

A major event in Chinese international relations occurred
in 2001, when China joined the World Trade Organization
(WTO). Although attention had been shifting towards China
since the 1990’s, it is during this period that U.S.-China re-
lations are thought to have become more interdependent,
and central to global politics.

To find evidence for this, C.F. started with a grammatical
structure he thought might make a good proxy for U.S.-
China relations: the conjunction, which is just an and re-
lationship between two words. He needed a grammatical
search because of the possibility of constructions like

“The United States, the world’s top energy guz-
zler, and China, with the world’s fastest-growing
energy thirst . . . ” (April 2006).

This fragment places China and the United States in clear
conjunction with each other, but an exact-phrase search for
‘United States and China’ would miss it.
He created a list of search results view, containing a total

of 142 sentences (Figure 12). A quick look at the distribu-

Figure 12: A List of Search Results view of the

conjuction(United States, China) sentences.

tion of articles over the Year category (circled in red) con-
firmed his choice of starting point. These were much more
frequent from the mid-nineties onward. In fact, out of the
142 occurrences, 116 (81%) occurred after 1994.
He began skimming over the results, but soon noticed

a problem. While these these sentences did indeed con-
tain many references to U.S.-China relations, they also con-
tained many conjunctions that weren’t interesting: purely
grammatical ones like“While maintaining cautious vigilance
against rival powers, the United States, Soviet Union, and
China separately welcomed this trend.”, and relations in-
volving other parties, like “In turn, the nuclear five – the
United States, Britain, Russia, France and China – com-
mitted themselves to sign a comprehensive test ban by next
year.”
WordSeer’s sentence sets are designed to solve this prob-

lem. C.F. recognized this, and put them to use. He manu-
ally inspected each of the 134 results, and created a sentence
set out of the ones that satisfied his criteria: having to do
with relations solely between the U.S. and China relations.
He called this set {US-China relations}. Sentences were
sometimes ambiguous, but the ease of looking up the sen-
tence within the editorial made it easy to check whether or
not it should be included. To quote:

[The filtering process] was significantly aided by
the ability to click on the sentence and imme-
diately see it located in context within the full
editorial.



China Scholar: Explore the 
“Grammatical Neighborhood’
•  Interested in: how China is talked about: anything interesting or 

unexpected?

Grammatical relationships are identified using the Stan-
ford dependency parser[9] which extracts many kinds of re-
lationships; some of the more easily understood ones include
noun compound, where two nouns come together to signify a
new concept, adjective modifier where an adjective describes
another word, and direct subject in which a word is the agent
of a verb.

Each view automatically presents the most common nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and phrases (Figure 5), along with their
counts (providing a query preview [5] in a panel at the bot-
tom.

Figure 5: The most frequent phrases, nouns, verbs,

and adjectives in the New York Times editorials for

Case Study 1.

Individual words are jumping-o↵ points. They can be
acted upon wherever they appear via the Word Menu (Fig-
ure 6) which enables lateral movement. Any time a user sees
a word, they can follow up on it by examining the grammat-
ical relations in which it occurs, seeing related words, and
creating visualizations of the slice of sentences that contains
the word, as well as the slices containing various relation-
ships to other words.

Figure 6: The word menu for ‘China’. After select-

ing China > Search > noun compound modifier, the

noun-compound relationship“China card” stood out

to C.F.

The related words option in the Word Menu shows the
nouns, verbs, and adjectives that co-occur most frequently
with the clicked-on word. For example, if we click on ‘Japan’
and open up the related words (Figure 7) the pop-up shows
the words that co-occur most frequently with ‘Japan’ in this
collection. Each of these related words can be clicked in
turn, opening up a new Word Menu. These menus have
the additional option to ‘See co-occurences’, as shown in the
new Word Menu for ‘exports’. Selecting that option opens
up a new view showing just those sentences in which the two
words appear together (in this case, ‘Japan’ and ‘exports’).

The word menu reduces friction in both discovery and
search. It only takes one menu click to discover that ‘ex-
ports’ occurs frequently with ‘Japan’, and only one more
to see all the sentences in which ‘Japan’ and ‘exports’ are
mentioned together.

Figure 7: The words that co-occur most frequently

with ‘Japan’. Clicking on any of these words opens

up a Word Menu, this time with the option to see

the sentences containing the co-occurrence.

4.4 Custom Slices with Sets
Searches and filters are useful, but cannot always express

specific analysis goals. WordSeer therefore allows users to
construct custom slices through Word-, Sentence-, and Doc-
ument Sets. These custom slices behave like any other slices,
which means that they can be summarized in views, ana-
lyzed, filtered and searched. But they are more powerful
that other slices because they also behave like metadata,
transforming them into categorical filters.
Word Sets are well-illustrated by an example from Case

Study 1. One concept of interest in this study was “growth”.
The scholar wished to confirm his intuitions about China’s
rise by checking whether growth-related words became more
frequent over time in editorials about China. First, he cre-
ated a new Word Set and typed in some growth-related
words“growing, develop, developing, grow, rise, rising”(Fig-
ure 8(a)). The result was a Word Set representing a new slice
of sentences, those containing at least one of those words.
After the Word Set is created, the entire user interface

responds to its presence. The search box now shows a drop-
down option for the set (Figure 8(b)). The Word Menu
shows the option to add a new words (Figure 8(c)) and the
metadata overviews (Figure 8(d)), previously restricted to
pre-defined categories, now show this new “category”, and
allows C.F. to filter based on it.
To verify that China was indeed described as rising, C.F.

selected the {growth} Word Set as his search query, and
opened aWord Frequencies view with the country = China

filter. The resulting visualization is Figure 9, which shows
almost a doubling of the frequency of these words in edi-
torials about China over the 30-year period from 1980 to
2012. Satisfied that WordSeer was capable of reproducing
this widely accepted fact, he was able to move on to deeper
questions.
For sentences and documents, the idea is the same. Users

can hand-pick collections of sentences from the reading view,
and from search results view, or collections of documents
from the document search results view. Once created, all
these sets can be overviewed and analyzed like any other
slice, and additionally used as filters.
This section has introduced the core text sliding features
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What’s Missing?

• Integration of thesauri / taxonomies

• More sophisticated syntactic pattern matching

• Tools to learn from examples

• Tools to check “the rest” of the hypothesis





Conclusions

• “Big data” is often not explored in a sophisticated way

•  Instead, perhaps  we should focus on medium-
sized, motivated slices to gain more insight.

•  Interfaces and analysis should support the “middle 
game”

• Midway between close read and distant statistics.

• Help with hypothesis formulation, verification, and 
refinement.



Thank you!
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